Program Development Committees (PDC) Module
PowerPoint Presenter’s Notes

These notes are intended to be used as a general discussion outline and not as a script to be read.

Slide #1
The Cooperative Extension Service is a national
network. It links university research to people’s
needs through practical education.
One way this happens is through Program Development Committees, which help identify educational
resources to address local needs. PDC members are
charged with giving input to local and statewide
Extension efforts to identify information needed to
address social, economic, and environmental concerns.
Extension agents share university expertise and assist
Program Development Committees in meeting their
responsibilities.
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This module will focus on:
● The charge to Program Development Committees
from their county and district
● Extension law
● Responsibilities of PDCs
● Roles of expanded Program Development
Committees
● Effective meetings and additional ways members
might contribute
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Program development committees, along with Extension agents, identify needs and implement programs.
The Extension Board is responsible for approving
program plans.
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A Program is a comprehensive series of related
___________

educational events and activities. Examples of
Programs in Kansas include:
●
●
●
●
●

Food Safety
Health and Nutrition
Water Quality
Range Management
Youth Development

PDCs identify needs and then target Programs to
audiences with specific needs.
Delivery of the Program is planned in a sequence so
that individuals may be introduced to and continue
learning with additional information throughout
Program delivery.
Programs are planned in advance to have an expected
outcome. Reporting is ongoing for educational
Programs.
A Program Development Committee’s responsibility
may be to make sure that it has planned for all parts
of Program.
NOTE: A “little p” program would be a one-time
event or activity that may or may not be related to a
comprehensive “capital P” Program. For example, a
hand washing demonstration is not a Program; it is
an activity related to the comprehensive Food Safety
Program.
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Think of your local Program. Can you identify the
parts that make it a Program with a capital P?
● What is the need?
● What is the expected outcome?
● What is the target audience?
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● What are the related events and activities?
● What are the expected results of educational
programming?
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PDC work is very important. The previous slides
were about the role of the PDC. Now, let’s look at
how each member may contribute to the overall role.
Committee members have a variety of opportunities
to contribute within the Program.
Examples of PDC work are to:
● study community needs
● get input from individuals within communities.
Demographic information from the census is also
helpful.
● help identify resources for Program delivery
● brainstorm possibilities and prioritize
● help with logistics at events related to a Program
● assist with Program delivery
● help with evaluation by observing audience
participation and reactions to content and
activities.
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PDCs are encouraged to identify additional representatives from the community to expand committee
efforts. This will help ensure that PDC membership
reflects the potential audience.
With an expanded PDC, additional individuals give
input to the program direction. These members may
also broaden perspectives in Program development.
Members are usually nominated by the PDC and
agents. Names are submitted to the Extension Board
for official appointment to the committee.
Optional independent study: Review the activity
“Identifying groups” from the board leadership
module on underserved audiences.
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PDC representatives may become strong advocates
of Extension as a result of their involvement. Their
experiences on a committee will provide them with
insight and knowledge to share with decision makers,
funders, and other residents. Their active engagement
in program delivery can make them good representatives of the educational Program.

The responsibility to continually evaluate Program
effectiveness may lead to future Program changes.
As learners, PDC members will receive the benefits
of educational programs for themselves, their
families, and their communities. They will know
first-hand the benefits and outcomes of Extension
educational Programs.
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Effective meetings are helpful to the success of any
group decision-making process.
A PDC may decide to meet every month or every
other month. It may also meet with other PDCs to
determine the comprehensive local Program.
Planning meeting times in advance is helpful to
committee members. It also reinforces the importance of the work and people involved.
The agent and PDC chair may plan a tentative agenda
to be shared with committee members in advance of
the meeting. This allows prior consideration of topics
to be discussed.
It is also important to document discussions and
recommendations by taking minutes of committee
meetings.
Programming development is a continual process.
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In summary:
● The work of Program Development Committees
is guided by Extension law and clearly defined in
the Extension Council Handbook.
● The tasks are varied and provide growth
opportunities.
● The work is important. Major decisions and
program directions are guided by PDCs, which
are a valued part of K-State Research and
Extension.

